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CRS151    A society has a population, while groups and organizations have ...................

*Members*
We become human by .............................

*Learning and Association*
For human survival to be accomplished, human beings must act .................

*Collectively*
One of the reasons why Karl Marx rejects religion is that it legitimizes ...........................

*social inequality*
Religion began with the evolution of ..........................................

*human society*
One of the manifest functions of religion is that it gives meaning to .............

*the divine*
According to Emile Durkheim, one fundamental thing an individual needs to do to 
become a member of the society is .............................

*Perform rituals*
One of the areas where Karl Marx agreed with Emile Durkheim is the emphasis on the 
collective and socially shared nature of ................................

*religious behavior*
The earliest known woman physician was ..................................

*Peseshet*
In sociological study of religion, the term religious experience refers to the perception of 
being in direct contact with the .......................................

*ultimate reality*
Membership of the ecclesia is usually by ..............................

*Birth*
The largest single denomination in the United States is

*Roman Catholicism*
The major classification of a sect is acceptance of a specific religious..............................
.....

*Dogma*
Jesusâ€™ statement that his kingdom is not of this world leads to Christiansâ€™ 
rejection of .............................

*Politics*
............................. teaches that politics was insincere and they actually have a very dim 
view of the state.
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*Taoism*
.................. opines that â€œpeople look to religion because it fulfills a need in a world 
which is full of competition, misery and oppression.

*Hazel Croft*
The salafiyya movement of Muslim purification and revival was led by.........................

*Muhammad Rashid Rida*
The World Trade Centre was attacked and destroyed in ............................

*September 11, 2001*
Modern Orthodoxy was championed by _________________.

*Samson R. Hirsch*
The development and use of artifacts and symbols in the advancement of the society is 
also termed ..........................

*Culture*
.......................... are the smallest elements by which a culture can be described

*Traits*
One of the first biblical critics of the 17th-century English philosopher include .................
........

*Thomas Hobbes*
The leading thinker of the Platonic Academy in Florence was...................

*Marsilio Ficino*
Two main agents of dehumanization are ........................ reductionism

*Technology and Scientific*
The three types of state church are mono, poly and ................... State Church

*Authoritarian*
In .................CE in recognition of his claims to prophet hood, Muhammad was invited to 
rule the city of Medina.

*622*
Liberation theology was found principally in the ...........................

*Catholic Church*
One of the cardinal emphases of Liberation theology is individual ................

*self-actualization*
The acronym NOMA means ...........................

*non-overlapping magisterial*
The attitude of religion to science from history can be categorized into ......... divisions.
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*Three broad*
______ is a form of marriage in which one woman has several husbands.

*Polyandry*
......................... is a process of psychological and social maturation occurring between 
puberty and adulthood.

*Adolescence*
............................. is the process of physical maturation during which the secondary 
sexual characteristics develop in humans.

*Puberty*
The smallest unit of the society is the ..............................

*Family*
For divorce to be valid in Islam, there must be a .................................

*waiting period*
Name one of the principal elements of society __________.

Territory

How does a society reproduce itself?

Mating and reproduction

What marks off religious from non-religious activity?

Sacred and Profane

What is the mark of difference between traditional and Western societies as far as 
religion is concerned?

Traditional societies does not separate religion and society

Who made this statement: â€œpoverty was a destructive thing, something to be fought 
against and destroyedâ€ ?

Gustavo Gutierrez

What is the functionalist view on the role of religion?

Integrative

Who popularized the nexus between religion and capitalism?

Max Weber
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Which of the Protestant theologians did Max Weber allude to have generated the idea 
of capitalism?

John Calvin

How will you describe religious belief?

As statements to which members of a particular religion adhere

Identify the role of rituals in the statements below:

They honour the divine power

Identify from the below classification which is regarded as belief in spirits.

Animism

Identify which of these constitute the four basic forms of organizations as distinguished 
by Sociologists

The ecclesia, the denomination, the sect, and the cult.

Cult usually focuses on any of the following problems except

Killings

Identify one of the characteristics of the sub urban church

It caters for a wide range of ages

Identify the three types in the geographical distribution of churches

The urban, the rural and the suburban

Which of these beliefs are basic to fundamentalism in Christianity?

the infallibility of the Bible

Which of these were affected by Humanism in Italy

Arts, philosophy and scientific speculation

Which invention did humanism lead to?

Printing

How can culture change occur?

Through technological innovation
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Cultural dynamism presupposes that

Culture experiences changes

Identify which of the following is an element of culture.

Artifact

Who made this remark on the inseparability of religion and culture: â€œany full 
explication of religion involves complete exploration of social and political, material, 
culture, law and custom as well as the physical environmentâ€ .

E. W. Smith

A way of life that is pursued without reference to God or religion is known as?

Secularism

According to Max Weber the â€œdisenchantmentâ€  of the modern world is due to 
the following except

Ecclesiastical authority

What method did Prophet Muhammad use in securing the Arabian Peninsula?

diplomacy and military conquest

What was the title of the leader appointed after the demise of Prophet Muhammad?

Caliph

What was the name given to the political religion in Italy?

Fascism

One of the following is not the ground in which Science disprove religion.

There are experimental investigation

The understanding of the universe in religion is based on subjective method which is 
based on the following

reliance on authority

Who is noted to have made this statement: â€œcontrary to the popular myth that 
science is atheistic or that religion is irrelevant to science, we now know from the 
history of 20th-century cosmology that philosophy and theology can play a creative role 
in science.â€
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Robert Russell

What are the factors responsible for sexual desires?

sex hormones and psychological factors

What is essential for an infant to thrive and grow emotionally in relation to its parents?

trust and love

As an African, what type of family system is predominant?

Extended family

Who made this statement: â€œIn the beginning, religion and healing were inseparable. 
In some societies, the priest and physician was one and the same person, 
administering spiritual and physical healing with

divine sanctionâ€

P. J. Julius

Give example of the two main types of descent patterns

unilineal and cognatic
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